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SIGNIFICANT BEDROCK CONDUCTOR IDENTIFIED 
AT DUNNSVILLE NICKEL PROSPECT 

 
HIGHLIGHTS 
 

! Further' systematic' exploration' yields' results' with' bedrock' conductor' identified' on' basal'
contact'of'Ultramafic'Belt,'down'dip'of'further'anomalous'rock'chip'geochemistry.!

! High>power,' deep>penetrating,' low' frequency' MLEM' survey' confirms' presence' of' a' bedrock'
conductor'at'the'Southern'High'Priority'Target.!

! Conductor'is'located'on'the'basal'contact'of'the'Jaurdi'Ultramafic'Belt'and'centered'down>dip'of'
an'historical'nickel'and'nickel>sulphide'pathfinder'soil'geochemistry'anomaly'returning'non>
coincident'peak'results'of'1260ppm'Ni,'315ppm'Cu,'150ppm'Co'and'125ppb'Pt+Pd.''

! Top'of'conductor'is'approximately'150m'below'surface,'it'has'a'strike>extent'of'600m,'a'more'
conductive' central' core' detected' over' about' 400m,' a' down>dip' extent' of' 325m,' dips' >50o'
towards' the' south>west' in' agreement' with' stratigraphy' which' mapping' suggests' dips' >56o'
towards'west>south>west'and'it'plunges'shallowly'at'>10o'towards'the'north>west.'

! The'orientation'and' location'of' the'MLTEM'model' is' consistent'with' the'previously'modelled'
GEOTEM'conductor'confirming'that'the'source'is'a'genuine'bedrock'conductor.'

! The'MLEM'anomaly'is'best'defined'on'Line'1800'where'it'persists'to'moderately'late'channel'
35' (~156' milliseconds),' has' a' time' constant' of' 35' milliseconds' and' a' moderate' to' high'
conductance'of'about'850'Siemens'indicative'of'a'moderate'to'strong'conductor.'

! Further' rock' chip' sampling' of' ferruginous' outcrop' up>dip' of' the' Southern' Target' conductor'
returned' anomalous' (>1000ppm)'Ni' and' anomalous' (>300ppm)' Cu' adding' further'weight' to'
the'nickel>sulphide'exploration'potential'of'the'Southern'Target.!

! Mapping'confirms'that'the'Jaurdi'Ultramafic'Belt'is'a'thin>flow'komatiitic'sequence'comprising'
both' cumulate>textured' channel' and' spinifex>textured' sheet>flow' facies' rocks' separated' by'
felsic' volcanics' and' basalt' in' a' setting' typical' of' that' which' hosts' Kambalda>type' massive'
nickel>sulphide'deposits.'

! Parmelia' believes' the' latest' MLEM' and'mapping' results' further' enhance' the' possibility' of' a'
nickel>sulphide'discovery'at'the'Southern'Target.'It'therefore'plans'to'test'the'conductor'with'
an'initial'inclined'RC'pre>collar'/'diamond'tail'hole'targeting'its'highly'conductive'central'core'
down>dip'of'the'soil'anomaly.'Drilling'of'this' initial'hole'is'planned'to'commence'prior'to'the'
Christmas'2014'break.'
 

 
Parmelia Resources Limited (ASX:PML) announces that a moving-loop electromagnetic (‘MLEM’) survey 
completed at the Dunnsville Nickel Prospect within the company’s Jaurdi Hills Project 50km north-west of 
Coolgardie, Western Australia (Figure 1) has confirmed the presence of a moderate to strong bedrock 
conductor down-dip of anomalous nickel (Ni) and nickel-sulphide (‘NiS’) pathfinder soil geochemistry in a 
nickel-sulphide prospective geological setting at the Southern High Priority Target. 



 

 
Figure 1 - Dunnsville Nickel Prospect map featuring exploration targets, nickel-copper +/- cobalt soil anomalies, 
platinum + palladium soil anomalies and the Southern Target MLEM conductor model overlaid on simplified geology 
and moderately late-time MLEM Z-axis B-field Channel 33 (101.4ms) imagery. White to red shading = high 
conductivity. Blue to green shading = low conductivity. 

 
 



 
MLEM PROGRAM 
 
A high power, deep-penetrating B-field moving-loop electromagnetic (‘MLEM’) survey was conducted at the 
Dunnsville Nickel Prospect by Gap Geophysics from the 14th to the 29th of November 2014 for the purpose of 
testing for conductivity responses indicative of nickel-sulphide mineralisation. PML engaged Core Geophysics 
to analyse the data and model any bedrock conductors identified. 
 
The survey area was divided between the Southern and Northern high priority targets and was mostly carried out 
in an in-loop configuration using a three-component Fluxgate receiver sensor, SMARTem receiver and Gap 
Geopak MLTX-200 transmitter operating at 100 amps current and a very low base frequency of 0.25Hz. The 
program comprised a total of 254 stations for 12.15 line kilometres. Station spacing was 50m across strike and 
line spacing 200m along strike. 
 
The survey identified a moderate to strong bedrock conductor at the Southern High Priority Target that 3D 
geological modelling suggests is located on the basal contact of the Jaurdi Ultramafic Belt and centred down-dip 
of an historical nickel and nickel-sulphide pathfinder soil geochemistry anomaly returning non-coincident peak 
results of 1260ppm Ni, 315ppm Cu, 150ppm Co and 125ppb Pt+Pd. The top of the conductor is 
approximately 150m below surface, it has a strike-extent of 600m, a more conductive central core detected over 
about 400m, a down-dip extent of 325m, dips -50o towards the south-west in agreement with stratigraphy which 
mapping suggests dips -56o towards west-south-west and it plunges shallowly at -10o towards the north-west. 
The orientation and location of the MLTEM model is relatively consistent with the previously modelled 
GEOTEM conductor confirming that the source is a genuine bedrock conductor.  
 
The anomaly is best defined on Line 1800 where it persists to moderately late channel 35 (~156 milliseconds), 
has a time constant of 35 milliseconds (ms) and a moderate to high conductance of about 850 Siemens (S) 
indicative of a moderate to strong conductor such as a large stockwork zone of sulphide mineralisation or a 
sulphidic / graphitic stratigraphic conductor (Speyers 2014). 
 
No significant conductors were identified at the Northern Target despite mapping and soil geochemistry 
confirming the presence of conceptually prospective komatiitic lava channel pathway. 
 
Refer to Figures 1 and 2 for maps showing the location of the conductivity anomaly identified at the Southern 
High Priority Target. Refer to Appendix 1 for conductivity profiles of the three MLTEM survey lines that 
traverse the anomaly (Lines 1600, 1800 & 2000). The Southern Target conductivity model is displayed as a 
white rectangle in Figures 1 and 2 while the locations of its top and bottom edges are depicted as pink lines on 
the profiles in Appendix 1.  
 
 
GEOLOGICAL MAPPING 
 
A comprehensive geological mapping exercise was conducted over the Jaurdi Ultramafic Belt in concert with 
the MLEM survey during November 2014. 
 
Although geological boundaries are yet to be digitised and a proper map drafted, the exercise has confirmed that 
the Jaurdi Ultramafic Belt is a thin-flow komatiitic sequence comprising at least three flows of variably 
cumulate-textured channel and spinifex-textured flanking facies rocks separated by felsic volcanics and basalt in 
a setting typical of that which hosts Kambalda-type nickel-sulphide deposits. The belt is confirmed as dipping -
56o towards 242 (striking 332) in the vicinity of the Southern Target and -65 to -70 towards 217 (striking 307) at 
the Northern Target. Facing (or ‘younging’) is towards the west-south-west. 
 
Although only felsic volcanoclastics and subjacent basalt crop-out up dip of the conductor, strongly magnetic, 
cumulate-textured ultramafic outcrop and float was identified about 500m north along strike of the up-dip 
projection of the conductor which is consistent with the channel facies geological setting that hosts the type of 
Kambalda-type nickel-sulphide deposit that PML is exploring for at the Southern Target. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
Figure 2 - Southern High Priority Target map featuring nickel, copper, cobalt and platinum + palladium soil 
geochemistry overlaid on simplified geology and moderately late-time MLEM Z-axis B-field Channel 33 (101.4ms) 
imagery. White to red shading = high conductivity. Blue to green shading = low conductivity. The Southern Target 
MLEM conductor plate is displayed as a white rectangle. The locations of the MLEM profiles seen in Appendix 1 are 
depicted in the top left nickel geochemistry figure.  
 



 
ROCK CHIP SAMPLING 
 
Rock chip sample PML JH GRAB 3 was collected from an outcrop of ferruginised felsic volcanic rock at the 
Southern Target in August this year. It returned highly anomalous Ni (1358ppm), Cu (1849ppm), Pt 
(194ppb) and Pd (125ppb) results co-incident with the nickel and nickel-sulphide pathfinder soil anomaly at a 
location now identified as up-dip of the Southern Target bedrock conductor. These results were previously 
reported in PML ASX release dated 10/09/2014. 
 
In the course of mapping the Southern Target, a further ten samples of ferruginous material (PML JH GRAB 4 
to GRA13) were collected from a 75m by 50m area surrounding the location where GRAB 3 was collected. 
Their assay results are documented in Table 1. Although the Pt and Pd results in particular are not quite as 
high tenor as GRAB 3, most of the samples returned anomalous (>1000ppm) Ni and anomalous (>300ppm) 
Cu in support of the Southern Target’s nickel-sulphide exploration potential. 

 
Table 1 – Southern High Priority Target rock chip samples. 

JAURDI HILLS PROJECT 
SOUTHERN HIGH PRIORITY TARGET 

ROCK CHIP SAMPLES 

Sample 
ID 

MGA Co-ordinates Ni 
ppm 

Cu 
ppm 

Co 
ppm 

Cr 
ppm 

S 
ppm 

Mg 
ppm 

Mn 
ppm 

Pt 
ppb 

Pd 
ppb Description 

East North 

GRAB 4 299588 6608586 888 235 51 1924 649 1299 210 11 8 Black ferricrete after sub-
cropping foliated felsic volcanics. 

GRAB 5 299557 6608570 1447 315 81 3489 1072 3175 263 31 12 Black ferricrete after sub-
cropping foliated felsic volcanics. 

GRAB 6 299565 6608559 1668 189 87 4062 835 1478 239 12 5 Black ferricrete after sub-
cropping foliated felsic volcanics. 

GRAB 7 299598 6608561 1158 485 67 1848 673 869 197 12 7 Black ferricrete after sub-
cropping foliated felsic volcanics. 

GRAB 8 299567 6608537 1064 346 63 5315 973 2146 163 17 9 Black ferricrete after sub-
cropping foliated felsic volcanics. 

GRAB 9 299566 6608552 979 717 61 5025 1937 739 216 27 8 Very goethitic black ferricrete. 
Protolith undetermined. 

GRAB 10 299552 6608547 1333 206 42 7220 2219 619 111 11 6 Brown, ferruginised felsic 
volcanic outcrop. 

GRAB 11 299559 6608553 445 530 68 2621 1673 404 157 71 20 Very goethitic black ferricrete. 
Protolith undetermined. 

GRAB 12 299558 6608545 1977 195 66 7544 1188 376 256 8 5 Very goethitic black ferricrete. 
Protolith undetermined. 

GRAB 13 299560 6608546 1254 365 73 6540 2198 468 166 13 8 Black ferricrete after sub-
cropping foliated felsic volcanics. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 – Photo of ferruginous outcrop located up-dip of Southern 
Target conductivity anomaly from where rock chip samples PML JH 
GRAB 3 to GRAB 13 were collected. Photo taken from hill at MGA co-
ordinate location 299516mE and 6608519mN looking north-east. 

 
 



 
DISCUSSION & NEXT STEPS 
 
Parmelia Resources’ confidence in the exploration potential of the Southern High Priority Target is further 
enhanced by the confirmation of a moderate to strong bedrock conductor on the basal contact of the Jaurdi 
Ultramafic Belt down-dip of a nickel, copper, cobalt and PGE soil and rock chip anomaly. The possibility of a 
nickel-sulphide discovery at Dunnsville is significantly enhanced as a result. However, there remains the 
possibility that the conductor is related to a barren sulphidic or graphitic stratigraphic source and the only way 
to definitively determine its source is by drilling.  
 
PML therefore intends to test the conductor with an initial inclined RC pre-collar / diamond tail hole targeting 
its more conductive ‘central core’ directly down-dip of the surface geochemical anomaly. It is expected the 
hole will intersect the conductor at roughly 340m down hole depth and terminate at about 400m. Drilling is 
planned to commence prior to the 2014 Christmas break. The hole will take about 10 days to complete and 
assay results are expected to be returned by late January 2015. Unless a barren stratigraphic source is 
identified, the hole will be downhole EM surveyed to test the surrounding rock mass for conductivity 
responses indicative of near-missed mineralisation regardless of whether nickel-sulphides are intersected.  
 
Commenting on the identification of a bedrock conductor at the Southern Target, Nigel Gellard, Executive 
Chairman of Parmelia Resources said: 
 
“Confirmation of a bedrock conductor down-dip of anomalous nickel and nickel-sulphide pathfinder surface 
geochemistry at the basal contact of the Jaurdi Ultramafic Belt points to significant potential for a nickel-
sulphide discovery at the Southern High Priority Target. We continue to be encouraged by developments at 
Dunnsville and look forward to drilling the conductor to determine its source.”  
 
For further information concerning PML's activities or future exploration plans please contact Nigel Gellard, 
Executive Chairman at: 
 
Phone +61 (0)8 6141 3500 
 
Fax +61 (0)8 6141 3599 
 
www.parmeliaresources.com 
 
Nigel Gellard         
Executive Chairman       
 
 
 
COMPETENT PERSON STATEMENT 
 
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Stephen Burke, a Competent 
Person who is a Member of the Australian Institute of Geoscientists. Stephen is employed by Burke Geoscience Pty. Ltd. as a 
consultant to Parmelia Resources Limited. He has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralization and type of deposit 
under consideration and to the activity being undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the 
‘Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’ (the ‘JORC Code’). Stephen consents 
to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears. 
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The following table is published to comply with the JORC Code 2012 Edition requirements for reporting of Exploration Results. Refer to PML ASX 
announcements dated 30th July 2014 and 10th September 2014 for the JORC tables applicable to the historical soil and contemporary rock chip 
sample results referred to in this announcement. 

 
JORC CODE 2012 EDITION - TABLE 1  
Section 1: Sampling Techniques and Data 

CRITERIA' JORC'CODE'EXPLANATION' COMMENTARY'

Sampling)
techniques'

Nature' and' quality' of' sampling' (e.g.' cut'

channels,' random' chips,' or' specific'

specialised' industry' standard'

measurement' tools' appropriate' to' the'

minerals'under'investigation,'such'as'down'

hole' gamma' sondes,' or' handheld' XRF'

instruments,' etc).' These' examples' should'

not'be'taken'as'limiting'the'broad'meaning'

of'sampling.'

DUNNSVILLE'NICKEL'PROSPECT'MLEM'SURVEY:'
A! B$field! moving! loop! transient! electromagnetic! (‘MLEM’)! survey! was!

conducted!at!the!Dunnsville!Nickel!Prospect!by!Gap!Geophysics!from!the!14th!

to! the!29th!of!November!2014!on!behalf!of!Parmelia!Resources!Limited! (Gap!

Geophysics! Job! #! 14127PARM).! The! survey! area! was! divided! between! the!

Southern!and!Northern!high!priority!targets!and!was!mostly!carried!out!in!an!

in$loop! configuration! using! a! three$component! Fluxgate! receiver! sensor,!

SMARTem!receiver! and!Gap!Geopak!MLTX$200! transmitter! operating! at! 100!

amps! current! and! a!base! frequency!of! 0.25!Hz.!The! first! nine! stations!of! the!

first! line! conducted!over! the!Southern!Target! (Line!1800)!were!also! initially!

surveyed!using!a!1Hz!transmitter!frequency!and!the!southern!two!of!the!three!

lines!completed!at! the!Northern!Target!were!also!surveyed!using!a!Slingram!

configuration!due!to!concerns!about!negative!induced!polarisation!(IP)!effects.!

The! Southern!Target! survey! comprised!197! stations! for!9.45! line! kilometres!

and!the!Northern!Target!survey!comprised!57!stations!for!2.7!line!kilometres!

for! a! program! total! of! 254! stations! for! 12.15! line! kilometres.! Technical!

specifications!of!the!MLEM!survey!are!tabulated!on!the!next!page.!

Include' reference' to' measures' taken' to'

ensure' sample' representivity' and' the'

appropriate' calibration' of' any'

measurement'tools'or'systems'used.'

- Three! readings! of! 32! stacks! each! were! collected! from! each! station! at!
Dunnsvile!to!ensure!repeatability!of!the!data!collected.!

Aspects' of' the' determination' of'

mineralisation' that' are' Material' to' the'

Public' Report.' In' cases' where' ‘industry'

standard’' work' has' been' done' this' would'

be' relatively' simple' (e.g.' ‘reverse'

circulation'drilling'was'used'to'obtain'1'm'

samples'from'which'3'kg'was'pulverised'to'

produce' a' 30' g' charge' for' fire' assay’).' In'

other' cases' more' explanation' may' be'

required,' such' as' where' there' is' coarse'

gold'that'has' inherent'sampling'problems.'

Unusual' commodities' or' mineralisation'

types' (e.g.' submarine' nodules)' may'

warrant'disclosure'of'detailed'information.'

- The! Dunnsville! Nickel! Prospect! MLEM! survey! was! carried! out! to! test! for!
conductivity! responses! indicative! of! nickel$sulphide! mineralisation! by!

collecting! GPS$located! X$Y$Z! component! B$field! EM! data! over! 43! off$time!

channels!out!to!a!maximum!delay!time!of!881.9!milliseconds.!

Drilling)
techniques'

Drill' type' (e.g.' core,' reverse' circulation,'

openNhole'hammer,'rotary'air'blast,'auger,'

Bangka,' sonic,' etc)' and' details' (e.g.' core'

diameter,'triple'or'standard'tube,'depth'of'

diamond' tails,' faceNsampling' bit' or' other'

type,'whether'core'is'oriented'and'if'so,'by'

what'method,'etc).'

- Not!applicable!as!drilling!is!not!conducted!as!part!of!a!MLEM!survey.'

Drill)sample)
recovery'

Method' of' recording' and' assessing' core'

and' chip' sample' recoveries' and' results'

assessed.'

- Not!applicable!as!drilling!is!not!conducted!as!part!of!a!MLEM!survey.'

Measures' taken' to' maximise' sample'

recovery'and'ensure'representative'nature'

of'the'samples.'

- Not!applicable!as!drilling!is!not!conducted!as!part!of!a!MLEM!survey.'

Whether' a' relationship' exists' between'

sample' recovery' and' grade' and' whether'

sample' bias' may' have' occurred' due' to'

preferential' loss/gain' of' fine/coarse'

material.'

- Not!applicable!as!drilling!is!not!conducted!as!part!of!a!MLEM!survey.'

Logging'

Whether'core'and'chip' samples'have'been'

geologically'and'geotechnically'logged'to'a'

level' of' detail' to' support' appropriate'

Mineral' Resource' estimation,' mining'

studies'and'metallurgical'studies.'

- Not!applicable.!

Whether' logging' is' qualitative' or'

quantitative' in' nature.' Core' (or' costean,'

channel,'etc)'photography.'

- Not!applicable.!

The' total' length' and' percentage' of' the'

relevant'intersections'logged.'
- Not!applicable.!

Sub8sampling)
techniques)and)

If' core,'whether' cut' or' sawn' and'whether'

quarter,'half'or'all'core'taken.'
- Not!applicable!as!samples!are!not!drillcore.'



CRITERIA' JORC'CODE'EXPLANATION' COMMENTARY'
sample)
preparation'

If' nonNcore,'whether' riffled,' tube' sampled,'

rotary' split,' etc' and'whether' sampled'wet'

or'dry.'

- Not!applicable.!

For' all' sample' types,' the' nature,' quality'

and' appropriateness' of' the' sample'

preparation'technique.'

- Not!applicable.!

Quality' control'procedures'adopted' for'all'

subNsampling' stages' to' maximise'

representivity'of'samples.'

- Three! readings! of! 32! stacks! each! were! collected! from! all! stations! at!
Dunnsvile!to!ensure!repeatability!of!the!data!collected.!

Measures' taken' to' ensure' that' the'

sampling' is' representative' of' the' inNsitu'

material' collected,' including' for' instance'

results' for' field' duplicate/secondNhalf'

sampling.'

- Receiver!stations!&!transmitter!loop!corners!were!located!using!a!handheld!
GPS!ensuring!that!the!horizontal!spatial!accuracy!of!EM!data!is!about!+/$!3!to!

5!metres.!Receiver! station!elevations!were! resolved! to!vertical! accuracy!of!

about!+/$!1.5!metres!using!a!digital!elevation!model!supplied!by!Landgate.!!!

Whether' sample' sizes' are' appropriate' to'

the' grain' size' of' the' material' being'

sampled.'

- Not!applicable.!

Quality)of)assay)
data)and)
laboratory)tests'

The'nature,'quality'and'appropriateness'of'

the' assaying' and' laboratory' procedures'

used' and' whether' the' technique' is'

considered'partial'or'total.'

- Not!applicable.!

For' geophysical' tools,' spectrometers,'

handheld' XRF' instruments,' etc,' the'

parameters' used' in' determining' the'

analysis' including' instrument' make' and'

model,' reading' times,' calibrations' factors'

applied'and'their'derivation,'etc.'

DUNNSVILLE!NICKEL!PROSPECT!MLEM!SURVEY!PARAMETERS!

TRANSMITTER!

Type:! Gap!Geopak!MLTX$200!

Base!frequency:! 0.25Hz!(first!9!stations!on!Line!1800!also!@!1Hz)!

Current:! 100!amps!

Ramp!time:! 0.054!milliseconds!

Loop!size! !200m!x!200m!

Turns:! 1!

RECEIVER!

Type:! EMIT!SMARTem24!

Sensor:! EMIT!SMART!Fluxgate!B$field!magnetometer!

Sample!rate:! 24,000Hz!

Components:! X$Y$Z!

Channels:!
@!0.25Hz!! 43!(0.1555!to!881.9!milliseconds)!

@!1Hz! 36!(0.1555!to!194.1!milliseconds)!

Configuration:! In$loop!(!Lines!6400!&!6600!Slingram!also)!

Station!spacing:! 50m!

Line!spacing:! 200m!

- !

Nature' of' quality' control' procedures'

adopted'(e.g.'standards,'blanks,'duplicates,'

external' laboratory' checks)' and' whether'

acceptable' levels' of' accuracy' (i.e.' lack' of'

bias)'and'precision'have'been'established.'

QAQC! procedures! incorporated! into! the! MLEM! survey! to! ensure! sample!

representivity,!accuracy!&!precision!include:!

- EM!data!stacking;!

- The! SMARTem24! receiver! recorded! GPS! locations! for! each! survey! station.!
This!was!checked!as!part!of! the!QC!procedure!to!ensure!the!readings!were!

given!the!correct!station!ID;!

- Repeat! readings! at! each! station! were! reviewed! for! consistency! and!
repeatability;!

- Sensor! orientation! was! recorded! by! the! SMARTem24! receiver.! This! was!
reviewed!to!ensure!the!sensor!was!oriented!correctly!in!the!field;!

- The! strength! of! the! primary! field! (transmitter! signal)! was! reviewed! for!
consistency;!

- The!transmitter!frequency!was!dropped!from!1Hz!to!0.25Hz!after!the!ninth!
station!at!the!Southern!Target!&!the!first!nine!stations!re$surveyed!at!0.25Hz!

to! better! accommodate! detection! of! late$time! conductivity! responses! that!

might!be!indicative!of!massive!nickel$sulphide!mineralisation!&;!

- The!southern!two!of!the!three!lines!completed!at!the!Northern!Target!were!
also! surveyed! using! a! Slingram! (separated)! configuration! due! to! concerns!

about!negative!induced!polarisation!(IP)!effects.!

Verification)of)
sampling)and)
assaying'

The'verification'of'significant'intersections'

by' either' independent' or' alternative'

company'personnel.'

- Gap! Geophysics! compiled! and! conducted! QAQC! on! the! EM! data! prior! to!
handover!to!Core!Geophysics!for!analysis.!

- Core! Geophysics! then! processed,! verified! &! interpreted! the! EM! results! on!
Parmelia!Resources’!behalf.!!

The'use'of'twinned'holes.' - Not!applicable!as!drilling!is!not!conducted!as!part!of!a!MLEM!survey.'
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Documentation'of'primary'data,'data'entry'

procedures,'data'verification,'data'storage'

(physical'and'electronic)'protocols.'

- All! data! collected! from! the!Dunnsville!Nickel! Prospect!MLEM! survey!were!
emailed! from! the! field! on! a! daily! basis.! The! data! were! subsequently!

compiled! into! one! dataset! which! is! stored! at! Gap! Geophysics’! and! Core!

Geophysics’!offices.!

Discuss'any'adjustment'to'assay'data.'

- The!transmitter!frequency!was!dropped!from!1Hz!to!0.25Hz!after!the!ninth!
station!at!the!Southern!Target!&!the!first!nine!stations!re$surveyed!at!0.25Hz!

to! better! accommodate! detection! of! late$time! conductivity! responses! that!

might!be!indicative!of!massive!nickel$sulphide!mineralisation.!

- The!southern!two!of!the!three!lines!completed!at!the!Northern!Target!were!
also! surveyed! using! a! Slingram! (separated)! configuration! due! to! concerns!

about!negative!induced!polarisation!(IP)!effects.!

Location)of)data)
points)

Accuracy' and' quality' of' surveys' used' to'

locate' drill' holes' (collar' and' downNhole'

surveys),' trenches,' mine' workings' and'

other' locations' used' in' Mineral' Resource'

estimation.'

- Receiver!stations!and!transmitter!loop!corners!were!located!using!handheld!
GPS! devices! ensuring! that! EM! data! horizontal! geospatial! accuracy! for! this!

survey!is!about!+/$!3!to!5!metres.!

Specification'of'the'grid'system'used.'

- Local!grid!projection!devised!by!Gap!Geophysics!transformed!to!GDA94!MGA!
ZONE! 51! co$ordinates.! Survey! line! orientation! is! 059! ↔! 239! degrees!

(GDA94)!which! equates!59.1o!↔! 239.1o! (magnetic)! at! Jaurdi!Hills.! Vertical!

datum! is! AHD! 1971.! MLEM! survey! line! locations! were! designed! to!

correspond!exactly!with!historical!GEOTEM!flight!lines.!

Quality' and' adequacy' of' topographic'

control.'

- Receiver! station! elevations! (RL’s)! were! resolved! to! a! vertical! accuracy! of!
about!+/$!1.5m!using!a!digital!elevation!model!supplied!by!Landgate.!!!

Data)spacing)and)
distribution)

Data' spacing' for' reporting' of' Exploration'

Results.'

- MLEM!station!spacing!is!50m!and!line!spacing!is!200m.!No!infill! lines!were!
surveyed.!

Whether'the'data'spacing'and'distribution'

is' sufficient' to' establish' the' degree' of'

geological' and' grade' continuity'

appropriate' for' the'Mineral' Resource' and'

Ore' Reserve' estimation' procedure(s)' and'

classifications'applied.'

- Not!applicable.!A!MLEM!geophysical! survey! is!not! suitable! sample!support!
for!estimation!of!a!Mineral!Resource.!!!

Whether' sample' compositing' has' been'

applied.'
- Not!applicable.!

Orientation)of)
data)in)relation)
to)geological)
structure)

Whether' the' orientation' of' sampling'

achieves' unbiased' sampling' of' possible'

structures' and' the' extent' to' which' this' is'

known,'considering'the'deposit'type.'

- The! MLEM! lines! at! Dunnsville! were! ideally! oriented! perpendicular! to!
ultramafic! stratigraphy! in! a! 059$239! direction! in! order! to! maximise! the!

potential!of!the!transmitter’s!primary!magnetic!field!coupling!with!a!body!of!

what!is!usually!stratabound!nickel$sulphide!mineralisation.!

- On!the!other!hand,! the!fact! that!the!transmitter! loop!in!an!MLEM!survey! is!
moved! for! every! reading! provides! the! advantage! of! omni$directional!

detection!of!conductors!in!a!manner!ideal!for!minimising!sample!bias.!

If' the' relationship' between' the' drilling'

orientation' and' the' orientation' of' key'

mineralised' structures' is' considered' to'

have' introduced' a' sampling' bias,' this'

should' be' assessed' and' reported' if'

material.'

- The! potential! for! MLEM! lines! at! Dunnsville! –! which! are! oriented!
perpendicular!to!ultramafic!stratigraphy!in!a!059!↔!239!direction!–!to!have!

introduced! a! sampling! bias! in! favour! of! detecting! targets! parallel! to!

stratigraphy! is! thought! to!have!been!cancelled!out!by! the!omni$directional!

detection! advantage! presented! by! moving! the! transmitter! loop! for! each!

reading.!Therefore!no!material!sampling!bias!is!thought!to!have!occurred.!

Sample)security) The' measures' taken' to' ensure' sample'

security.'

- Field! data! acquired! by! Gap! Geophysics!were! verified! and! emailed! to! Core!
Geophysics! and!Parmelia!Resources!on!a!daily!basis! thereby!ensuring! that!

the!data!could!not!have!been!lost,!manipulated!or!altered!in!any!way.!!!!

Audits)or)reviews) The' results' of' any' audits' or' reviews' of'

sampling'techniques'and'data.'

- The!MLEM!data!were! verified! on! a! daily! basis! by!Gap!Geophysics! prior! to!
emailing! to! Core! Geophysics! and! Parmelia! Resources.! The! data! were!

subsequently! checked! by! Core! Geophysics! before! interpretation! and!

modelling.! No! problems! were! identified! with! the! data! apart! from! some!

minor! late$time!noise! spikes!due! to! electrical! storms!noted!at! the!western!

end! of! Line! 1800! but! this! did! not! impact! upon!modelling! of! the! Southern!

Target!anomaly.!Concerns!about!late$time!negative!induced!polarisation!(IP)!

effects! on! in$loop! readings! returned! from! the! southern! two! lines! at! the!

Northern!Target!(Lines!6400!&!6600)!were!remedied!by!re$surveying!using!

a!Slingram!configuration.!

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 2: Reporting of Exploration Results 

CRITERIA' JORC'CODE'EXPLANATION' COMMENTARY'

Mineral)
tenement)and)
land)tenure)
status'

Type,' reference' name/number,' location'

and' ownership' including' agreements' or'

material' issues' with' third' parties' such' as'

joint' ventures,' partnerships,' overriding'

royalties,' native' title' interests,' historical'

sites,' wilderness' or' national' park' and'

environmental'settings.'

JAURDI'HILLS'–'DUNNSVILLE'NICKEL'PROSPECT:'
- The!Dunnsville!Nickel!Prospect!is!located!in!Parmelia!Resources’!Jaurdi!Hills!
Project.! It!encompasses!five!granted!Prospecting!Licences! in!the!north$east!

of! the! project! area;! P16/2438,! 2439,! 2441,! 2443! and! 2657.! All! tenements!

are! held! by! Toro! Mining! Pty! Ltd! which! is! a! wholly$owned! subsidiary! of!

Parmelia!Resources.!

The'security'of'the'tenure'held'at'the'time'

of' reporting' along' with' any' known'

impediments' to' obtaining' a' licence' to'

operate'in'the'area.'

- All! five! PL’s! covering! Dunnsville! are! in! good! standing! and! there! are! no!
known!impediments!to!PML!maintaining!tenure!over!this!area.!!!

Exploration)done)
by)other)parties'

Acknowledgment' and' appraisal' of'

exploration'by'other'parties.'

- Three!previous!phases!of!nickel$sulphide!exploration!have!been!carried!out!
in! the! Jaurdi! Hills! /! Dunnsville! region;! by! CRA! Exploration! between! 1968!

and!1972,!Union!Miniere!in!1976!and!Coolgardie!Gold!in!1997.!Refer!to!the!

‘Previous!Work’!section!of!PML’s!30/07/2014!ASX!announcement!for!details!

on! the! work! completed! in! the! project! area.! To! date,! no! nickel$sulphide!

mineralisation! has! been! discovered! in! the! Jaurdi! Hills! Project! however!

anomalous! Ni$Cu$Co$PGE! results! returned! from! soil! sampling! programs!

carried!out!by!Coolgardie!Gold!in!1997!and!Sentosa!Mining!in!2010!hint!at!

previously! unrecognised! nickel$sulphide! exploration! potential! at! the!

Dunnsville! Nickel! Prospect.! All! other! mineral! exploration! carried! out! at!

Jaurdi!Hills!has!focused!on!gold!dating!back!to!first!recorded!production!at!

the!Jaurdi!Mining!Centre!in!1897.!

Geology' Deposit'type,'geological'setting'and'style'of'

mineralisation.'

- The! Jaurdi!Hills! Project! is! located!within! the!Dunnsville$Ubani! Greenstone!
Belt! (‘DUGB’)! which! is! a! mafic$ultramafic! volcanic! sequence! wrapped!

around!the!north$west!trending,!20km!long!by!4km!wide!Dunnsville$Doyles!

Dam! Granodiorite! Dome! situated! near! the! western! boundary! of! the!

Kalgoorlie! Terrane! of! the! central! Archaean! Yilgarn! Craton.! Stratigraphy! in!

the! project! area! dips! moderately! towards! south$west! as! a! result! of! its!

location!on!the!western!side!of!the!dome.!The!DUGB!comprises!a!500m$thick!

lower! komatiite! and! felsic! volcanoclastic! sequence! called! the! Jaurdi!

Ultramafic!Belt!underlain!by!a!lower!basalt!unit!and!separated!from!a!1km$

thick! upper! komatiite! sequence! called! the! Blow!Dam!Ultramafic! Belt! by! a!

3km$thick! basalt/dolerite/interflow! black! shale! sequence.! The! Dunnsvile!

Nickel!Prospect!is!hosted!within!the!Jaurdi!Ultramafic!Belt.!

- PML!is!exploring!the!Dunnsville!Nickel!Prospect!for!Kambalda$type,!massive!
nickel$sulphide! deposits! of! the! type! usually! formed! at! or! near! the! basal!

contact!of! lava!channel!pathways!in!thin$flow!komatiitic!sequences!such!as!

the!Jaurdi!Ultramafic!Belt.!

Drill)hole)
Information'

A' summary' of' all' information'material' to'

the' understanding' of' the' exploration'

results' including' a' tabulation' of' the'

following'information'for'all'Material'drill'

holes:'

- easting' and' northing' of' the' drill' hole'
collar'

- elevation' or' RL' (Reduced' Level' –'
elevation' above' sea' level' in' metres)' of'

the'drill'hole'collar'

- dip'and'azimuth'of'the'hole'
- down'hole'length'and'interception'depth'
- hole'length.'

- Refer! to!Figures!1,!2!and! the!profiles! in!Appendix!1! for! the! location!of! the!
nickel$sulphide!prospective!conductivity!anomaly!identified!at!the!Southern!

High!Priority!Target.!

Data)
aggregation)
methods'

In'reporting'Exploration'Results,'weighting'

averaging' techniques,' maximum' and/or'

minimum'grade'truncations'(e.g.'cutting'of'

high'grades)'and'cutNoff'grades'are'usually'

Material'and'should'be'stated.'

- Not!applicable!to!a!MLEM!geophysical!survey.!

Where' aggregate' intercepts' incorporate'

short' lengths' of' high' grade' results' and'

longer' lengths' of' low' grade' results,' the'

procedure' used' for' such' aggregation'

should' be' stated' and' some' typical'

examples' of' such' aggregations' should' be'

shown'in'detail.'

- Not!applicable!to!a!MLEM!geophysical!survey.!

The'assumptions'used'for'any'reporting'of'

metal' equivalent' values' should' be' clearly'

stated.'

- Not!applicable!to!a!MLEM!geophysical!survey.!
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Relationship)
between)
mineralisation)
widths)and)
intercept)lengths'

These' relationships' are' particularly'

important' in' the' reporting' of' Exploration'

Results.' If' the' geometry' of' the'

mineralisation'with'respect'to'the'drill'hole'

angle' is' known,' its' nature' should' be'

reported.' If' it' is' not' known' and' only' the'

down' hole' lengths' are' reported,' there'

should' be' a' clear' statement' to' this' effect'

(e.g.' ‘down' hole' length,' true' width' not'

known’).'

- Not!applicable!to!a!MLEM!geophysical!survey.!

Diagrams'

Appropriate' maps' and' sections' (with'

scales)'and'tabulations'of'intercepts'should'

be' included' for' any' significant' discovery'

being' reported' These' should' include,' but'

not' be' limited' to' a' plan' view' of' drill' hole'

collar' locations' and' appropriate' sectional'

views.'

- Refer!to!Figures!1!and!2!in!the!body!of!the!announcement!for!maps!showing!
the! location! of! the! Dunnsville! Nickel! Prospect! and! nickel$sulphide!

prospective! conductivity! anomaly! identified! at! the! Southern! High! Priority!

Target.! Refer! to! Appendix! 1! for! conductivity! profiles! of! the! three!MLTEM!

survey!lines!that!traverse!the!anomaly!(Lines!1600,!1800!&!2000).!

Balanced)
reporting)

Where' comprehensive' reporting' of' all'

Exploration' Results' is' not' practicable,'

representative' reporting' of' both' low' and'

high' grades' and/or' widths' should' be'

practiced' to'avoid'misleading'reporting'of'

Exploration'Results.'

- The! announcement! clearly! states! that! although! the! presence! of! a! bedrock!
conductor! co$incident! with! anomalous! Ni! and! NiS$pathfinder! regolith!

geochemistry! proximal! to! the! basal! contact! of! the! komatiitic! Jaurdi!

Ultramafic! Belt! makes! the! Southern! High! Priority! Target! prospective! for!

nickel$sulphide! mineraliation,! there! remains! the! possibility! that! the!

conductor!is!related!to!a!barren!sulphide!or!graphitic!source.!

- Specifically,! the! conductor’s! close! proximity! to! a! mapped! cross$structure!
raises! the! possibility! that! it! is! related! to! structurally$emplaced! barren!

sulphides!while! its! somewhat! long! (600m)! strike$extent! suggests! a!barren!

stratigraphic! source! such! as! graphitic! shale! or! sulphide$rich! felsic!

volcanoclastics!cannot!be!ruled!out.!

Other)
substantive)
exploration)data)

Other' exploration' data,' if'meaningful' and'

material,'should'be'reported'including'(but'

not' limited' to):' geological' observations;'

geophysical' survey' results;' geochemical'

survey' results;' bulk' samples' –' size' and'

method' of' treatment;' metallurgical' test'

results;' bulk' density,' groundwater,'

geotechnical' and' rock' characteristics;'

potential' deleterious' or' contaminating'

substances.'

- Refer! to! PML! ASX! announcement! dated! 30th! July! for! the! JORC! table!
applicable! to! the! historical! soil! sample! results! referred! to! in! this!

announcement.!

Further)work)

The' nature' and' scale' of' planned' further'

work' (e.g.' tests' for' lateral' extensions' or'

depth' extensions' or' largeNscale' stepNout'

drilling).'

- The!work!program!proposed!for!the!Dunnsville!Nickel!Prospect! is!outlined!
in!the!‘Discussion!&!Next!Steps’!section!of!the!announcement.!It!explains!that!

PML!intends!drill$testing!the!Southern!Target!conductor!as!soon!as!possible.!!

Diagrams'clearly'highlighting'the'areas'of'

possible' extensions,' including' the' main'

geological' interpretations' and' future'

drilling'areas,'provided'this' information' is'

not'commercially'sensitive.'

- The! conductivity! anomaly! at! the! Southern! High! Priority! Target! that! PML!
intends!drill$testing!for!nickel$sulphide!mineralisation!is!clearly!identified!in!

Figures!1,!2!and!Appendix!1.!!

 
 


